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deugro’s Roots and Rail Competencies
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eugro has been owned
and managed by the
same family since 1924, and
for nearly 100 years has
been an expert in freight
forwarding and project
logistics for clients all over
the world.
With a strong track record in
turnkey projects, deugro supports
the mobility and infrastructure
industry to safely deliver global
logistics expertise in what can be
challenging environments with
tight timelines.

Ben Cunnington, Vice President for
Mobility & Infrastructure at deugro,
comments: “Now more than ever,
supply chains are being stretched
to their breaking point. Soaring
costs, congested ports and borders,
along with the continued reduction
of competitive providers, have
highlighted to project managers
and shippers around the world
that the focus on the client and the
right solution must be the priority.
We pride ourselves on many years
of successfully delivering on our
clients’ requirements in the rail
and rolling stock industry – from
single railcar movements to OS&M

supply chain solutions, and multi-car
high-speed train deliveries from the
way to full logistics management
of major rail infrastructure projects
around the world.
“One of the things that makes
deugro stand out from the crowd
is our specialist team of Subject
Matter Experts whose global
locations and expertise working
on major rail and rolling stock
projects has proven time and again
that there is no substitute for real
practical experience. As a group,
deugro manages the transport of
over 1500 pieces of rolling stock
every year.”
deugro fully focuses on identifying
customised solutions to suit and
exceed these requirements. As an
extension of our clients in their
respective supply chains, we provide
the best in terms of both cost and
service, whether moving railcars
from the USA, wheelsets from Italy
or HVAC units from Japan, deugro
can provide tangible added value
while keeping project delivery
promises, all supported by over
the world.

When executing complex mobility
and infrastructure projects, we
work as a single integrated team
with our clients. Trust is the basis
of our organisation and essential
to achieving our common goals.
Thorough planning, technical
engineering, close co-operation and
communication with our clients are
of best-in-class project freight
forwarding solutions across all
industries. This is only possible with
team of employees going the extra
mile for our clients – the basis of
our success.
logistics services to the mobility
and infrastructure industry – from
supply chain management, air and
ocean freight, to domestic haulage
and deliveries, heavy lift and overdimensional transportation.

“When we are engaged at the early
stages of any project, together we
can provide advice and solutions
for any supply chain which will not
only improve the service delivery
of goods but ultimately reduce
expenditure to ensure an on-budget
logistics plan,” says Ben Cunnington.
deugro is a company of the deugro
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group, which is comprised of four
independent companies that stand
for entrepreneurial, dynamic, bestin-class service and have a solid
reputation for our client-centric
and best-minds approach. All
deugro group companies operate
according to the highest QHSES and
compliance standards.
What are deugro’s core elements?
•

•
•
•

Committed management with a
fully hands-on approach
freight forwarding and
engineering
Investment in maintaining
communication and IT
Financial stability and
independence
QHSES in everything we do:

deugro train port

Safety.”
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Ready to Make
Your Move.
At deugro, we recognize that rail freight transport is an
essential solution in moving critical cargo safely, securely and
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